Antiviral CD8+ T cells are a key component of the adaptive immune system against hepatitis C virus (HCV). For the development of immune therapies, it is essential to understand how CD8+ T cells contribute to clearance of infection and why they fail so often. A mechanism for secondary failure is mutational escape of the virus. However, some substitutions in viral epitopes are associated with fitness costs and often require compensatory mutations. We hypothesized that compensatory mutations may point toward epitopes under particularly strong selection pressure that may be beneficial for vaccine design because of a higher genetic barrier to escape. We previously identified two HLA-B*15-restricted CD8+ epitopes in NS5B (LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 and SQRQKKVTF2466-2474), based on sequence analysis of a large HCV genotype 1b outbreak. Both epitopes are targeted in about 70% of HLA-B*15-positive individuals exposed to HCV. Reproducible selection of escape mutations was confirmed in an independent multicenter cohort in the present study. Interestingly, mutations were also selected in the epitope flanking region, suggesting that compensatory evolution may play a role. Covariation analysis of sequences from the database confirmed a significant association between escape mutations inside one of the epitopes (H2454R and M2456L) and substitutions in the epitope flanking region (S2439T and K2440Q). Functional analysis with the subgenomic replicon Con1 confirmed that the primary escape mutations impaired viral replication, while fitness was restored by the additional substitutions in the epitope flanking region. We concluded that selection of escape mutations inside an HLA-B*15 epitope requires secondary substitutions in the epitope flanking region that compensate for fitness costs.
mutations was documented in vitro (42, 53). We hypothesized that selection of compensatory mutations may point toward epitopes under particularly strong selection pressure. Such epitopes could be suitable as templates for vaccine design because of a higher genetic barrier to escape. We previously identified two novel HLA-B*15-restricted CD8+ epitopes in NS5B, based on sequence analysis of a large single-source outbreak of HCV infection (41). Interestingly, we have now identified, in an extended data set, a residue in the N-terminal flanking region (position K2440) of one of the epitopes where mutations are selected in the presence of HLA-B*15. Covariation analysis of sequences from the database revealed that a K2440Q mutation as well as a secondary S2439T mutation is associated with an H2454R mutation or of HLA-B*15. Covariation analysis of sequences from the data-of one of the epitopes where mutations are selected in the presence set, a residue in the N-terminal flanking region (position K2440) of a larger single-source outbreak of HCV infection (PCR-SSP) methodology or using sequence-specific oligonucleotides and HLA-B typing at the two-digit resolution level was performed for 311 participants, and both study cohorts were approved by the local institutional review boards (IRBs).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

HCV sequences from the East German HCV outbreak and from an independent multicenter cohort. Samples from the East German cohort were collected beginning in 2008, and the NS5B region was amplified and sequenced as previously described (41). Sequences from 78 patients were published previously (GenBank accession numbers HQ080282 to HQ080359), and an additional 35 sequences were included in the current study (GenBank accession numbers JN377747 to JN377781). For verification of the findings, sequences from an independent multicenter cohort obtained at the Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School were also analyzed (22). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and both study cohorts were approved by the local institutional review boards (IRBs).

**HLA typing.** DNA of patients was extracted from peripheral blood lymphocytes by use of spin columns (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). HLA-A and HLA-B typing at the two-digit resolution level was performed for 311 subjects from the East German cohort, using sequence-specific primer (PCR-SSP) methodology or using sequence-specific oligonucleotides (LABType methodology) (both provided by One Lambda Inc., Canoga Park, CA) (35). The designations of HLA-B*15 alleles and their serological equivalents were assigned according to the current version of the published “HLA Dictionary” (17). In brief, the serologically defined HLA-B62, -B63, -B70, -B71, -B72, -B75, -B76, and -B77 antigens all belong to the HLA-B*15 allelic group.

**Covariation analysis of mutations in HLA-B*15-restricted CD8+ epitopes.** All available HCV genotype 1b NS5B sequences were retrieved from the public sequence database and aligned. Identical or phylogenetically closely related sequences were removed from the alignment to exclude multiple entries or clonal sequences of the same isolate. A total of 332 sequences were included in the covariation analysis. For each escape variant of the HLA-B*15-restricted epitope LLRHHNMVY2450-2458, a covariation analysis with the first 100 residues of NS5B (residues 2421 to 2520 of the polyprotein) was performed. This region was chosen based on a preliminary analysis of the NS5B structure in which this region includes the epitope. For each position, the numbers of sequences with and without the consensus residue in the presence and absence of each escape variant in the HLA-B*15-restricted epitope LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 were counted in a 2 × 2 table and subjected to Fisher’s exact test. To correct for multiple comparisons, a P value of <10−5 was considered significant.

**Analysis of replication in the HCV genotype 1b subgenomic replicon Con1.** The bicistronic subgenomic HCV replicon Con1/ET (pFK PL-luc/NS3-3’/Con1/ET) was described previously (26) and served as a backbone for generation of a series of variant replicons. Mutations were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis using a QuickChange II XL site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The correct sequence of the mutated plasmid was confirmed. Plasmid DNA was restricted with Asel and Scal (New England BioLabs), and after purification by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation, the DNA pellet was dissolved in RNase-free water. In vitro transcription reaction mixtures contained 80 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 12 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM diethiothreitol (DTT), a 3.125 mM concentration of each nucleoside triphosphate, 1 U of RNAsyn (Promega, Mannheim, Germany)/μl, 0.1 μg of plasmid DNA/μl, and 0.6 U of T7 RNA polymerase (Promega)/μl. After 2 h at 37°C, an additional 0.3 U of T7 RNA polymerase/μl was added, and the reaction mixture was incubated for another 2 h. Transcription was terminated by the addition of 1.2 U of RNase-free DNase (Promega) per μg of plasmid DNA and a 30-min incubation at 37°C. After extraction with acidic phenol and chloroform, RNA was precipitated with isopropanol and dissolved in RNase-free water. Huh-7-Lunet cells were transfected as previously described (23). Briefly, 4 × 10⁶ cells were suspended in a Cytomix buffer (54), mixed with 5 μg of in vitro-transcribed RNA, and pulsed at 270 V and 960 μF with a Gene Pulser apparatus (Bio-Rad). Transfected cells were resuspended in complete Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2 mM l-glutamine, nonessential amino acids, 100 U penicillin per ml, 100 μg streptomycin per ml, 10 mM HEPES buffer, and 10% fetal calf serum and then seeded in a 12-well plate. For assay of the luciferase activity after 4, 24, 48, and 72 h, cells were washed once with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), lysed directly in the plate with 1 ml ice-cold lysis buffer (0.1% Triton X-100, 25 mM glycyglycine, 15 mM MgSO₄, 4 mM EGTA, and 1 mM DTT; pH 7.8), and frozen. Upon thawing, lysates were resuspended by pipetting, and 100 μl was mixed with 360 μl of assay buffer (25 mM glycyglycine, 15 mM MgSO₄, 4 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 2 mM ATP, 15 mM KPO₃; pH 7.8) and, after the addition of 200 μl of a luciferin solution (200 μM luciferin, 25 mM glycyglycine; pH 8.0), measured in a luminometer (Lumat LB9507; Berthold, Freiburg, Germany) for 20 s. All luciferase assays were done at least in duplicate. A competition assay between a replicon with the consensus genotype 1b sequence in the epitope region and a replicon with the H2454R substitution was performed. RNAs were prepared as described earlier, and consensus and variant RNAs were mixed at a 1:10 ratio of consensus to variant RNA before transfection. After 4, 7, 24, and 48 h, RNA was extracted from cell lysates, and a 1,230-bp fragment (Con1 nucleotides [nt] 7050 to 8280) covering the region of interest was amplified and cloned into pCR4-TOPO TA (Invitrogen). Multiple clones were sequenced to determine the relative frequencies of the consensus and variant replicons in culture.

**Expansion of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells and ICS.** Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (4 × 10⁶) were resuspended in 1 ml of complete medium (RPMI 1640 containing 10% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, and 100 μM HEPES buffer) and stimulated with peptide LLRHHNMVY or SQQRQKTVF (10 μg/ml) and anti-CD28 (0.5 μg/ml; BD Pharmingen). On days 3 and 7, 1 ml of complete medium and recombinant interleukin-2 (IL-2) (20 U/ml; Hoffmann-La Roche) were added. On day 10, the cells were tested for gamma interferon (IFN-γ) secretion after 5 h of stimulation with a prototype or variant peptide, using intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) as previously described (50).
cohort. As previously described for a smaller data set from the East German cohort (41), sequence polymorphisms were selected reproducibly in the epitope regions in patients carrying the HLA-B*15 allele, suggesting mutational escape from the corresponding T cell response. In the East German cohort, 7 of 15 (46.7%) HLA-B*15-positive patients had selected substitutions in the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope, and 7 of 15 patients (46.7%) had substitutions in the SQRQKKVTF2466-2474 epitope. Only three patients showed substitutions in both epitopes. Both regions were highly conserved in HLA-B*15-negative patients (data not shown). All positions under significant selection pressure ($P < 0.05$; Fisher's exact test) in the presence of HLA-B*15 are shaded in gray in Fig. 1. Even though there was overlap between the selected sites in the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope, there were different sites under selection pressure in the SQRQKKVTF2466-2474 epitope in the East German cohort and the multicenter cohort. In the East German cohort, a K2470R polymorphism was selected most reproducibly, whereas a Q2467L/R polymorphism was selected most reproducibly in the multicenter cohort. Interestingly, we now identified in this larger data set of sequences from the East German cohort one site under selection pressure in the presence of HLA-B*15 which is located outside both epitopes (K2440S/Q). No HLA-B*15 binding motif was identified in this region by use of an epitope prediction tool (http://tools.immuneepitope.org). Importantly, this polymorphism was observed in three of four individuals carrying the H2454R polymorphism, suggesting that position K2440 covaries with residue H2454 inside the epitope. Note that the single HLA-B*15-positive patient with the H2454R polymorphism from the multicenter cohort also carries the K2440Q polymorphism. Figure 1 also shows the consensus sequences of HCV genotypes 1a and 3a, obtained from the HCV database.

![FIG 1 Alignment of a region covering the HLA B*15-restricted CD8 T cell epitopes LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 and SQRQKKVTF2466-2474. Sequences from 15 HLA-B*15-positive patients from the East German anti-D cohort as well as 29 HLA-B*15-positive patients from an independent multicenter cohort infected with HCV genotype 1b are shown. Parts of the sequences from the East German cohort were published previously (41). Positions with a significant association between the frequency of sequence polymorphisms and the presence of HLA-B*15 are shaded in gray (Fisher’s exact test $P$ value of $<0.05$). Also aligned are consensus sequences for HCV genotypes 1a and 3a, obtained from the HCV database.](http://jvi.asm.org/)
All genotype 1a and 3a sequences differed from the genotype 1b consensus in the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope. The putative M2456L escape mutation in genotype 1b already represents the predominant consensus sequence in genotypes 1a and 3a (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, some patients showed immune responses against the prototype 1b epitope sequence (e.g., patients IDU229 and IDU235). Similarly, in the SQRQKKVTF2466-2474 epitope, all genotype 1a sequences showed the typical S2466C variant, including one patient (IDU204) with 16.4% of CD8\(^+\)/H11001 T cells targeting the prototype 1b sequence after 10 days of antigen-specific expansion. In contrast, the genotype 3a consensus sequence of this second epitope is identical to the genotype 1b sequence (Fig. 1). Interestingly, there was only one patient with a detectable CD8 T cell response (IDU210) and both epitopes conserved.

Next, we addressed if the selected mutations in the HLA-B*15-restricted epitopes have an impact on recognition by CD8\(^+\)/H11001 T cells. Therefore, antigen-specific CD8\(^+\)/H11001 T cells were expanded from PBMCs of two different HLA-B*15(B62)-positive individuals and restimulated with the prototype or variant peptides. Representative results for the LLRHHNMVY\(_{2450-2458}\) epitope and the SQRQKKVTF\(_{2466-2474}\) epitope are shown in Fig. 2. Patient IDU229 showed a strong response against the LLRHHNMVY\(_{2450-2458}\) epitope, with 3.4% of the cells secreting IFN-\(\gamma\)/H9253 upon restimulation with the prototype. The number of IFN-\(\gamma\)/H9253-positive cells was markedly reduced when the cells were restimulated with the variant peptide containing the H2454R or M2456L substitution, and IFN-\(\gamma\) secretion was completely abolished when the variant peptide with both substitutions combined was used. The most frequent substitution in patients of the multicenter cohort was an H2453Y polymorphism. Again, IFN-\(\gamma\) secretion was completely abolished upon restimulation with the corresponding variant peptide. Importantly, patient IDU229 is infected with a genotype 3a virus, and the autologous sequence harbors the M2456L substitution, which represents the genotype 3a consensus sequence. We therefore also tried to expand specific CD8 T cells in the presence of the variant peptide LLRHHNLVY, but only a few specific T cells were expanded, which were again directed predominantly against the genotype 1b prototype sequence (Fig. 2B). The same results were obtained with the SQRQKKVTF\(_{2466-2474}\) epitope.

### Table 1: CD8 responses in HLA-B*15(B62)-positive patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Virus genotype</th>
<th>Viral load (IU/ml)</th>
<th>LLRHHNMVY variation</th>
<th>% IFN-(\gamma)/CD8(^+) cells</th>
<th>SQRQKKVTF variation</th>
<th>% IFN-(\gamma)/CD8(^+) cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDU141</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU193</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU205</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU213</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU224</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU225</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU113</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>2,258,000</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU147</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>585,600</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU176</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>924,700</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU191</td>
<td>4d</td>
<td>36,790</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU199</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>388,800</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU204</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>18,470</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU210</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>4,615,000</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU223</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU226</td>
<td>&lt;615</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU229</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>189,600</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDU235</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>2,793,000</td>
<td>LLRHHNMVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>LLRHHNLVY</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG 2 Impact of selected mutations in the LLRHHNMVY\(_{2450-2458}\) and SQRQKKVTF\(_{2466-2474}\) epitopes on recognition by CD8\(^+\)/H11001 T cells. (A) Specific CD8\(^+\)/H11001 T cells were expanded from PBMCs of patient IDU229 in the presence of the prototype peptide LLRHHNMVY and then restimulated after 10 days with the variant peptides indicated in the figure, followed by ICS for IFN-\(\gamma\). (B) Specific CD8\(^+\)/H11001 T cells were expanded from PBMCs of patient IDU229 in the presence of the variant peptide LLRHHNLVY and then restimulated after 10 days with the peptides indicated in the figure, followed by ICS for IFN-\(\gamma\). (C) Specific CD8\(^+\)/H11001 T cells were expanded from PBMCs of patient IDU193 in the presence of the prototype peptide SQRQKKVTF and then restimulated after 10 days with the peptides indicated in the figure, followed by ICS for IFN-\(\gamma\).
results were obtained when cells were expanded from PBMCs of patient IDU235, infected with genotype 1a (data not shown). Patient IDU193 showed a strong response against the SQRQKKVT F2466-2474 epitope, with 16.0% of the cells secreting IFN-γ upon restimulation with the prototype peptide, but no IFN-γ was secreted upon restimulation with the variant peptide harboring the K2470R substitution. Taken together, these data support the conclusion that the selected mutations in the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope and the SQRQKKVTF2466-2474 epitope functionally act as escape mutations from an HLA-B*15-restricted CD8+ T cell response. The presence of strong T cell responses against the genotype 1b prototype sequence, which is not cross-reactive with the genotype 1a/3a sequence in patients infected with genotype 1a or 3a, may represent memory responses against a previously resolved infection.

Covariation of escape mutations inside the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope with residues outside the epitope region. Based on our observation that a K2440S/Q polymorphism is linked to the H2454R polymorphism inside the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope, we hypothesized that there is covariation between substitutions inside and outside the epitope. To address this more specifically, a detailed covariation analysis of all residues inside the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope and residues 2421 to 2520 in the polyprotein (residues 1 to 100 in NS5B) was performed utilizing 332 genotype 1b sequences from the public database (Fig. 3). Significant covariation with escape mutations was detected at two positions of the epitope in this analysis. The H2454R mutation was significantly associated with a substitution at position 2440 \((P = 1.12 \times 10^{-8})\) (Fig. 3A), and the M2456L polymorphism was significantly associated with a substitution at position 2439 \((P = 3.66 \times 10^{-8})\) (Fig. 3B). All 4 sequences with the H2454R substitution also carried a substitution at position K2440 (3 with the K2440Q substitution and 1 with the K2440A substitution). In contrast, there was only 1 sequence with a K2440E substitution among the remaining 328 sequences. The M2456L polymorphism is more frequent in the public database: 22 sequences (6.6%) carry the M2456L substitution, and 13 of these 22 sequences (59.1%) also carry an S2439T/A substitution. In contrast, the S2439A/T substitution is 10 times less frequent in the absence of the M2456L substitution (18 of 310 sequences [5.8%]). The covariant sites are located 14 and 17 amino acids upstream of the primary escape mutations. Figure 4 depicts the details of the NS5B structure in which the epitope is located. It is remarkable that residues S2439 and K2440 are in close proximity to the epitope between residues 2450 and 2458, with a minimum distance of about 3 Å, based on NCBI Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 1C2P (strain HCV-BK; subtype 1b) (Fig. 4). This could indicate a direct physical compensatory mechanism. Specifically, the distance between the C-beta atoms of the covarying residues is 7.9 Å for residues 2454 and 2440 and 12.8 Å for residues 2456 and 2439. Notably, the correlated mutations of the first residue pair (H2454R and K2440A/Q/S) seem to function to conserve a posi-
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M2456L polymorphisms inside the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope. We therefore hypothesized that the polymorphism represents a compensatory mechanism for fitness costs associated with the primary substitution inside the epitope. A detailed covariation analysis of sequences from the public database revealed significant covariation between two residue pairs in this region. The H2454R and M2456L polymorphisms inside the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope were significantly associated with K2440Q/S and S2439T polymorphisms, respectively. The impact of the different variants was studied by use of the subgenomic HCV genotype 1b replicon Con1. Even though this system does not support analysis of the full replication cycle, at present it is the only robust system for functional analysis of replication in a genotype 1b sequence background. Our data support the conclusion that the secondary mutations are needed to maintain sufficient levels of RNA replication. Moreover, in a direct competition assay between a replicon with the consensus sequence and a replicon with the H2454R variant, the consensus replicon rapidly outcompeted the variant, supporting selection of the consensus sequence and consequent reversion in the absence of immune pressure. Even the compensatory substitution K2440Q/S/A only partially rescued replication, to intermediate levels. This explains the complete absence of the H2454R variant in its uncompensated state and the lack of this variant in the absence of HLA-B*15 in our analysis. The NS5B gene encodes the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of HCV, which is one of the more conserved proteins of HCV (52). In the protein structure, the HLA-B*15 epitope is located on a long N-terminal loop originating from the “finger” region of the enzyme and forming extended contacts with the “thumb” (25). A more detailed look at the 3-dimensional locations of the compensatory charge. While H2454 is probably electrically neutral in this specific nonpolar to positively charged environment, the H2454R mutation clearly introduces a positive charge. Conversely, the correlated mutation K2440Q/S removes a positive charge. The long side chains of K and R—about 5 Å for the C-beta–amino distance in K and 5 to 6 Å for the C-beta–guanidino distance in R—allow for configurations where the positive charges carried by these two residues occupy the same space, i.e., direct charge compensation. For the second and physically more distant pair of residues, residues 2456 and 2439, a compensatory mechanism is less obvious, and its analysis may require a more detailed mechanistic understanding of NS5B function. These data collectively suggest that escape substitutions at position H2454 inside the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope are linked to substitutions outside the epitope, at position K2440, and that substitutions at position M2456 are possibly linked to substitutions at position S2439.

Functional analysis of covariant sites suggests a compensatory effect. Based on the covariation analysis, we hypothesized that the K2440Q and S2439T mutations compensate for fitness costs associated with mutations inside the HLA-B*15-restricted epitope LLRHHNMVY2450-2458. To address this, we used the subgenomic genotype 1b replicon Con1 for functional analyses (Fig. 5). The Con1 sequence already harbored the S2439T and M2456L substitutions, which according to our hypothesis represents the compensated form of the LLRHHNMVY escape variant (Fig. 5A). Replication was essentially unchanged when both substitutions were removed from the replicon to yield the HCV genotype 1b consensus sequence. However, the variant with the M2456L escape mutation in the epitope without the S2439T mutation showed a reduced replication level (56% compared to that with the consensus at 48 h). When the H2454R escape mutation was introduced into the consensus sequence as a single mutation, replication was markedly reduced (24% compared to that with the consensus at 48 h), consistent with the observation that this single mutation is not observed in any isolates from the database. After the putative compensatory mutation K2440Q was added to this variant, replication was rescued to an intermediate level (67% compared to that with the consensus at 48 h). We next addressed if a replicon with the consensus sequence in the epitope has a replication advantage over the H2454R variant in a direct competition assay. RNAs were prepared from the consensus replicon and the variant replicon and mixed at a 1:10 ratio of consensus to variant RNA. The mixed RNA was transfected into Huh7 cells, and the clonal frequencies of the consensus and variant replicons were determined over a period of 18 days. After 4 h, only one of seven clonal sequences (14.3%) was the consensus sequence (Fig. 5D). Importantly, after 7 days, the consensus replicon already completely outcompeted the variant replicon, with 16 of 16 clones bearing the consensus sequence. The same result was observed after 18 days (9 of 9 clones carried the consensus sequence). Taken together, the analyses of the different variants in the subgenomic replicon support the hypothesis that the escape mutations H2454R and M2456L in the HLA-B*15-restricted CD8+ epitope LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 are associated with fitness costs and that substitutions at position K2440 and S2439 functionally act as compensatory mutations.

DISCUSSION

Mutational escape from CD8+ T cell responses is well described for patients with acute HCV infection. However, not all escape mutations are neutral for viral replication. Indeed, it has been shown that some escape mutations are associated with fitness costs (42, 53). We previously demonstrated that escape mutations are selected inside two HLA-B*15-restricted epitopes in NS5B (41). We now have found evidence for selection of a sequence polymorphism (K2440Q/S) upstream of one of the epitopes in the presence of HLA-B*15. No HLA-B*15 binding motif was identified in the region of this polymorphism. It was noticed that the polymorphism outside the epitope was linked to an H2454R polymorphism inside the LLRHHNMVY2450-2458 epitope. The HLA-B*15-restricted epitope sequences where the positive charges carried by these two residues occupy the same space, i.e., direct charge compensation. The NS5B gene encodes the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of HCV, which is one of the more conserved proteins of HCV (52). In the protein structure, the HLA-B*15 epitope is located on a long N-terminal loop originating from the “finger” region of the enzyme and forming extended contacts with the “thumb” (25). A more detailed look at the 3-dimensional locations of the compensatory mutations.
satory mutations revealed a spatial proximity between the primary escape mutations and the covariant sites. At least the link between the H2454R substitution and the K2440Q/S/A polymorphism could be explained by requirements of a certain net charge in this specific environment, although this was not analyzed in detail. The mechanism of the link between the M2456L substitution and the S2439A/T polymorphism is unclear. Notably, the association between these substitutions seems less strict, as both are individually present in isolates in the database as well as in our data sets. An alternative reason for selection of polymorphisms outside

FIG 5 Impacts of escape mutations inside the LLRHHNMVY<sub>2450-2458</sub> epitope and at covariant sites on HCV replication. The impacts of different mutations were determined in a transient replication assay utilizing the HCV genotype 1b subgenomic replicon Con1. (A) Alignment of the different variants that have been tested. Note that the prototype sequence of Con1 already contains two substitutions compared to the genotype 1b consensus sequence (M2456L and S2439T). (B) Luciferase activities normalized to the 4-h result for each construct over a time course of 96 h. (C) Luciferase activities normalized to the results for the consensus sequence at 48 h (peak of replication) and 96 h (end of experiment). Data in panels B and C are mean values for three independent replications, each performed in duplicate, with standard errors of the means. RLU, relative light units. (D) Competition assay between a replicon with the consensus genotype 1b sequence in the epitope region and a replicon with the H2454R substitution. Consensus and variant RNAs were mixed at a ratio of 1:10 before transfection. After 4 h, 7 days, and 18 days, multiple clones of the replicons were sequenced to determine the relative frequencies of the consensus and variant replicons.
the HLA-B*15-restricted epitope could be impairment of antigen processing. Selection of mutations in the epitope flanking region that block antigen processing and presentation has been described for HIV-1 (1, 9, 30). In HCV, a Y-to-F polymorphism directly following the C-terminal residue of the HLA-A*02-restricted HCV epitope NS3_1073-1081 was previously demonstrated to prevent presentation of the epitope (46). Note that the authors did not find statistical support for selection of this processing mutation in the presence of HLA-A*02, which we confirmed in our previous analysis of sequences from the East German cohort (41).

In the present study, the putative compensatory residues were located more distant from the epitope, 14 and 17 amino acids upstream of the primary escape substitutions. This large linear distance is unusual compared to previous examples of processing mutations that are described in the literature, but we did not formally exclude the possibility that the observed polymorphisms in the epitope flanking region affect antigen processing. Clearly, all tested substitutions inside both HLA-B*15-restricted epitopes impaired recognition by CD8+ T cells. We did not find a clear hierarchy between the CD8+ T cell responses against one or the other epitope. Surprisingly, in some cases, we detected strong responses in patients infected with genotype 1a and 3a viruses. The consensus sequence of both genotypes already harbors the putative escape substitution M2456L inside the LLRHHNMYVY_2450-2458 epitope. Notably, both consensus sequences also harbor substitutions at the putative compensatory site, suggesting that similar functional constraints to those seen in genotype 1b may act across genotypes (Fig. 1). We tried to expand CD8+ T cells specific for the genotype 1a/3a peptide from two patients infected with genotype 1a or 3a in vitro but could detect only minor frequencies, whereas strong T cell responses were detected after expansion in the presence of the genotype 1b prototype peptide for the same patients. We therefore believe that it is unlikely that the response was primed against the current autologous virus. Rather, we hypothesize that these responses represent memory CD8 T cells against a previous genotype 1b infection, which is in line with the ability to rapidly expand them from PBMCs in vitro. Immunological evidence of exposure to different HCV genotypes was previously described for such high-risk groups for HCV infection (13, 45).

Although there is a large body of evidence that escape mutations are frequently selected in highly variable RNA viruses such as HIV and HCV, their overall role in viral persistence and immune control is less clear. In HIV-1-infected individuals, the appearance of escape mutations in targeted immunodominant CD8+ T cell epitopes was originally linked to loss of immune control (10, 16). However, more detailed studies on the determinants of HIV-1 containment in the presence of “protective” HLA class I alleles, such as HLA-B*57 and HLA-B*27, have pointed out that mutations are reproducibly selected in the immunodominant epitopes (2), even when viral replication is still under control (31, 32). In fact, it seems that viral containment is even linked to these escape mutations by their strong impact on replication capacity (14, 36). Importantly, reduced fitness associated with some escape mutations can be restored when secondary mutations outside the epitope region are selected (43). At the same time, the requirement for compensatory evolution in HIV-1 infection may represent a higher genetic barrier to achieve fully functional escape from the CD8 T cell response and may consequently correlate with slower disease progression. Loss of viral control is then observed when secondary mutations develop that restore viral fitness (5, 19).

For HCV, it is less clear if selection of less-fit variants or the requirements of complex mutation patterns to achieve fully functional escape contribute to immune control. Alleles such as HLA-A*03, HLA-B*27, and HLA-B*57 have been described to be associated with spontaneous resolution of HCV infection (21, 27, 49). It has been highlighted that these “protective” HLA class I alleles highly reproducibly select for escape mutations in the corresponding immunodominant epitopes (21, 29, 33). A study of the mechanisms of protection by HLA-B*27 pointed out that a rather complex pattern of 2, or sometimes even 3, substitutions is selected (8). In this case, multiple substitutions were required in order to achieve fully functional escape, but there was no evidence for a compensatory effect of the different polymorphisms. A recent study by Fitzmaurice et al. addressed the determinants of immune protection by HLA-A*03 in the Irish anti-D cohort (11). Again, mutations were reproducibly selected at two positions of the immunodominant epitope in NS3. In this case, one mutation represented the primary escape mutation from the immune response, and the second mutation in the neighboring position acted as a compensatory mutation for the other (11). In this first report of compensation of a CD8 escape mutation, both substitutions were located directly next to each other inside the epitope. Finally, a recent study analyzed the impact of escape substitutions selected in the presence of HLA-B*57. Similar to the case for the HLA-A*03-restricted epitope in NS3, selection of a substitution that functionally acts as a compensatory substitution was described (34). In this case, the compensatory substitution was located outside the epitope, three positions upstream of the primary escape substitution. Collectively, for all three immunodominant epitopes in HCV restricted by the “protective” HLA class I alleles HLA-A*03, -B*27, and -B*57, more complex evolutionary events are needed to achieve fully functional escape. This may support the observation that higher genetic barriers to immune escape correlate with immune control of HCV infection by CD8 T cells.

What is known about the effect of HLA-B*15 on disease outcome? An analysis of HLA frequencies in a large database of liver transplant recipients in North America revealed a protective effect of HLA-B*15(B62), supporting strong immune pressure in the presence of this HLA type (18). However, we analyzed the HLA frequencies in 214 chronically infected patients and 97 patients with spontaneously resolved infection in the East German cohort. Although the frequency of HLA-B*15 in this cohort was similar in total to that of the general German population, it was clearly not enriched in women who had spontaneously resolved infection (Fig. 6), suggesting that HLA-B*15 was neutral for disease outcome in the East German cohort. This indicates that even though there is a high genetic barrier to escape from the HLA-B*15-restricted response, requiring compensatory mutations, this did not translate into a protective effect in the East German cohort. One important aspect that distinguishes the HLA-B*15-restricted epitope in this study from the other immunodominant epitopes presented by the protective alleles HLA-A*03, HLA-B*27, and HLA-B*57 is the lower frequency of escape mutations. In about 40 to 50% of isolates, mutations are selected in the presence of HLA-B*15. In the presence of the protective alleles HLA-A*03, HLA-B*27, and HLA-B*57, more than 80% of viral isolates carry escape substitutions, suggesting that CD8+ T cell pressure against the corresponding immunodominant epitopes is more reproducible.
HCV Escape from HLA-B*15-Restricted CD8+ T Cells

The serotype HLA-B*15(B62) belongs to the HLA class I B62 supertype (47). This serotype summarizes several HLA-B*15 subtypes (17), with HLA B*15:01 being the most prevalent in Caucasian populations (www.allelefrequencies.net). Other subtypes of the HLA-B*15 allele (serologically defined as B63, B70, B71, B72, B75, B76, and B77) show different binding motifs and are consequently distributed across a number of different HLA class I subtypes (B07, B27, R58, and B62) (47). In line with this, we failed to detect a CD8+ T cell response against either of the two epitopes (LLRHHNMVY2430-2439 and SQROKKVTF2466-2474) in three patients with HLA-B*15(B63) and two patients with HLA-B*15(B71) or HLAB*15(B72), indicating that these epitopes may be targeted exclusively in HLA-B*15(B62)-positive patients (data not shown). However, all patients of the East German anti-D cohort without epitope variation were positive for HLA-B*15(B62), excluding the possibility that differences at the level of HLA-B*15 genetic subtypes were responsible for the lack of escape in some patients.

Apart from the effects of compensatory mutations on viral replication in individuals, there are obviously also negative aspects at the population level. Compensatory evolution may result in highly fit isolates that are possibly (at the same time) less immunogenic in a particular HLA background. Such adapted isolates could be transmitted through a population and potentially accumulate. Transmission of such isolates already harboring escape mutations may then potentially prevent early immune control. This was demonstrated for HIV-1, where compensated escape mutations were stable upon their transmission (43) and preexisting compensatory mutations facilitated the development of escape mutations associated with rapid disease progression even in the presence of protective HLA class I alleles (44). For HCV, it is unclear if the sequence of the transmitted virus also plays a role in subsequent immune control. The overall low frequency of the compensated forms of the HLA-B*15 escape variants in the public database suggests that accumulation of the escape variant is less problematic for this epitope, although this needs to be addressed in longitudinal studies.

Taken together, our results demonstrate that mutational escape in a frequently targeted CD8+ T cell epitope in NS5B requires compensatory evolution outside the epitope. This may point toward an epitope that is under particularly strong selection pressure, but in contrast to recent reports of compensatory evolution in two other immunodominant epitopes in HCV, this does not translate into a higher clearance rate in the presence of the relevant allele. The overall consequences of this compensatory evolution on HCV pathogenesis and immune control remain to be elucidated.
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